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September 21, 2022 Author:  Justin Ingalls 
Email = coordinator@sdhsaa.com Cell = 605-201-9721 
 
Video Review 
The SDHSAA has found that the most effective training tool for promoting consistency and improved officiating 
is through video review.  With the help of SDHSAA coaches and Mark Smith of Pierre, the SDHSAA is working 
on compiling a video review of unique plays and situations.  The SDHSAA is hoping the plays will allow 
discussion areas of mechanics, crew communication and rules study with football officials on high school 
mechanics and rules.  The plays are not meant to pick on any one official, crew or team. These plays are meant to 
be a learning tool to help promote what we all want to see from our officials.  Implement the learnings from these 
plays and apply them to your football officiating game. For the latest video plays: 
 

UPDATED LINK TO TRAINING VIDEOS:  https://www.sdhsaa.com/football-training-videos/ 
 
Momentum Exception (8-5-2a) 
The momentum rule states it is neither a safety nor a touchback if a defensive team player is inside his five-yard 
line when he intercepts a forward pass, or catches or recovers a kick, backward pass or fumble and his momentum 
carries him into the endzone where he is downed or loses possession of the ball (fumbles) which then goes out of 
bounds in the end zone (without going back into the field of play).  The rule requires the ball to be declared in 
possession of the team of the player whose momentum carried him into the end zone.  The ball belongs to the 
defensive team at the spot where possession is obtained.   
Notes: 

• This is important – a kick ends when possession is gained 
• The momentum rule clearly states possession gain inside the 5-yard line and original momentum carries 

the player in possession of the ball into the EZ, the momentum exception rule is enforced 
• We must beanbag the spot of possession inside the 5-yard line    
• Do not split hairs on a spot very near the goal line (inside the 1-yard line) – Rule touch back, not 

momentum 

Play examples related to the Momentum Exception rule 8-5 (NFHS 2022 Rules Book, pg. 68/69) 
1.  B22 is at his two-yard line and his momentum carries him into his end zone where he is downed after he 

(a) catches a punt, (b) recovers a punt that has bounced, (c) intercepts A8’s forward pass, (d) intercepts 
A8’s backward pass, (e) recovers A11’s backward pass, (f) intercepts A26’s fumble, or (g) recovers A32’s 
fumble.  Ruling:  The momentum exception applies in each case.  It will be Team B’s ball on their two-
yard line.  
 

2. B21 intercepts a pass at his four-yard line and his momentum is about to carry him into his endzone.  He 
fumbles at the one-yard line and (a) recovers and downs the ball in the endzone, or (b) B45 recovers and 
downs the ball in the endzone.  Ruling:  Safety in both (a) and (b).  The momentum exception does not 
apply when Team B fumbles in the field of play. 
 

3. First and 10 at Team A’s six-yard line.  A21 muffs a backward pass at his two-yard line.  The ball pops 
up into the air and is caught by A89, who lunges for the ball from the vicinity of the two-yard line.  A89’s  
momentum carries him into the end zone, where he falls to the ground.  Ruling:   Team A remains the 
offensive team throughout the down.  Consequently, the momentum play does not apply.  The play results 
in a safety. 
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4. B25 leaps in the air over his two-yard line and has A6’s pass in his grasp.  He returns to the ground in his 

endzone inbounds.  Ruling:  B25 possesses a live ball in his own endzone and may attempt to run it out 
or down it in the endzone for a touchback.  Momentum is not involved. 
 

5. RB11 catches (a) a free kick, (b) a scrimmage kick, or (c) intercepts a forward pass at the B-2 and his 
momentum takes him into his endzone where RB11 circles around in the endzone and is downed in the 
EZ.  Ruling:  B, first and 10, B2.  In (a), (b) and (c) the ball belongs to Team BR on the two yard-line  
per the momentum exception rule.  It is not a touchback.  RB-11 may attempt to run the ball out of the 
end zone because the caught or recovered ball was carried into the end zone. 
 

6. RB11 catches (a) a free kick, (b) a scrimmage kick, or (c) intercepts a forward pass at the B-2 and his 
momentum takes him into his endzone where he circles around in the end zone and then returns the ball 
to the B45 where he is tackled.  Ruling:  B, first and 10, B45.  In (a), (b) and (c) the ball belongs to 
Team BR.  RB-11 may attempt to run the ball out of the end zone because the caught or recovered ball 
was carried into the end zone.  

Wind and the Football 
Pass Direction 
 

Whether a pass is forward or backward is determined by the initial direction the ball is thrown. 
• Quarterback throws forward pass into a stiff wind, but wind blows back the ball, where it hits the ground—

incomplete forward pass. 
 

Free Kick -- Case Book 6.1.7 Situation B 
 

When a free kick penetrates R’s free kick line in flight, it is considered to have gone the required 10 yards. If 
strong wind blows ball back past 50-yard line the ball is still considered to have gone 10 yards. 
 

Scrimmage Kicks 
 

If a Team K’s punt is high and a strong wind blows it back in or behind the neutral zone—the ball is deemed to 
not have crossed the neutral zone. Team K may catch or recover the scrimmage kick in or behind the neutral zone 
and advance.  If the punt touches beyond the neutral zone and rebounds behind the neutral zone untouched by 
Team R or Team K the ball is deemed not to have been beyond the neutral zone. 
 

Field Goals/Extra-Point Kicks -- Case Book 8.4.1 Situation A 
 

For a scoring kick to be successful, the entire ball must pass completely over the cross bar and completely between 
the inside edges of the uprights. Once that has been accomplished, the kick is successful even if it is blown back 
into the end zone. It doesn’t matter if the ball comes back above or below the crossbar. 
 
Equipment: Jersey Numbers 
All players must be numbered 0 through 99.  The numbers 00 (double zero) is illegal.  Catch this infraction in 
warm-ups and address with the coaches/trainers and give them an opportunity to correct. 
Numbers shall be at least 8 to 10 inches high in the front and back respectfully with bars one and one-half inches 
wide.  The body of the number shall be a single solid color contrasting with the jersey color or the same single 
solid color as the jersey with a minumum ¼-inch wide border of a single solid contrasting color.  The penalty for 
an illegal number is the same for any other equipment foul (1-51b 1-3).  Do not be the fashion police, measuring 
numbers or borders.  If something is questionable, play the game and call it to my/our attention and I/we handle 
it directly with school/athletic admistrators of the school.      
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Extending the Period 
Time Must Expire During The Down 
Any down during which time expires *and* there is an accepted penalty that does not include a “loss of down” as 
part of the penalty creates a situation where an untimed down is played. The foul can be on either the offense or 
the defense – it does not matter. 
For example, if the clock ran out during a play in which a touchdown is scored, and there is a foul by Team A 
during the scoring play, then when Team B accepts the penalty to nullify the score, the down would then be 
replayed, except under certain circumstances (loss of down penalty, etc.), as an untimed down.  
A period shall be extended by an untimed down if one of the following occurred during a down in which time 
expires: 

• There was a foul, other than unsportsmanlike or nonplayer, and the penalty is accepted 
• There was a double (offsetting) fouls 
• There was an inadvertent whistle 
• There was a touchdown scored, the try is attempted unless the touchdown is scored during the last 

down of the fourth period and the points would not affect the outcome of the game 
A period is not extended by an untimed down if one of the following occurred during a down in which time 
expires: 

• The defense fouls during a successful try/field goal and the offending team accepts the results of the 
play with enforcement of the penalty from the succeeding spot 

• There is a foul that specifies loss of down and the penalty is accepted 
• The score is cancelled in the event of an accepted penalty that specifies a loss of down 
• There was a foul by either team and the penalty is accepted for unsportsmanlike fouls, non-player 

fouls (live-ball fouls treated as dead-ball fouls) 
• Fouls for which enforcement result in a safety 

If a foul occurs before or during an untimed down, it is treated the same as if it occurred during the last timed 
down of the period. There could be multiple untimed downs. 
 
Breaking the Huddle 
It is not a foul for Team A to break the huddle with 12 players if any replaced player begins to leave the field 
within three seconds of arrival of his substitute. A player who is being replaced is allowed three seconds to 
acknowledge that by starting to leave the offensive or defensive huddle and continuing to his team area. 
A replaced player is one that has been notified by a substitute that he is to leave the field.  The replaced player 
needs to continue to his team area. The three second notification does not pertain as to how long it takes the 
replaced player to reach his team area. The replaced player only needs to be in his team box area before the ball 
is snapped. 
 
Review: High School Rule Differences from NCAA/NFL Rules 

• There is no such thing as an “uncatchable” ball under high school rules in regards to offensive or defensive 
pass interference. If there is illegal contact, whether or not the ball was catchable, it is a foul. For pass 
interference, there must be contact for a foul to occur; face-guarding with no contact is no longer a foul. 

• On extra point plays, if the defense gains possession, the try is over. The defense cannot return the ball 
for 2 points. Also, if the holder is to throw or flip the ball to another player on an extra point play, the 
holder must rise so that his knee is off the ground. 

• The only fouls that result in an automatic first down are: roughing the passer, roughing the kicker, 
roughing the snapper and roughing the placekick holder. Personal fouls do not result in automatic first  
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downs under high school rules. Remember that defensive pass interference does not result in an automatic 
first down….only a 15 yard (or half the distance) penalty. 

• Punts and field goals attempts are treated the same way under high school rules. If a long field attempt 
comes up short and goes out of bounds at the 10 yard line, the defense gets possession of the ball, 1st and 
10 at the 10 yard line. 

• Under high school rules, whenever a kick (kickoff, punt or field goal) breaks the plane of the goal line, 
the ball is dead immediately. No kick of any kind can be returned once the ball breaks the plane of the 
goal line. 

• Know that high school football has a targeting rule. Any player guilty of a targeting foul can also be 
ejected if the act is judged to be flagrant. Targeting under high school rules does not require an automatic 
ejection; officials determine whether or not the act was flagrant. 

 
Back Judges 
Starting position of a back judge should be 10-12 yards wider than and 2-3 yards behind the deepest defensive 
back/kick returner in a punting situation. The back judge must maintain a “cushion” with the punt receiver(s) to 
observe first touching, blind side blocks, and blocks in the back.  
Back Judges, do not be in a hurry to hustle to the dead ball spot. As the back judge you may miss fouls because 
you are too concerned with dropping your bean bag. Simply throw your bean bag and continue to watch the action. 
 
Wing Officials 
Ask yourself after each down if you know the down and distance for the next down. After the play wings need to 
come-on-to the field to maintain a “cushion” from the pile when space permits to observe dead ball action. Two 
situations when the Wings must hustle into the pile:  Close plays at the goal line and close to a 1st down. 
 
Position of the Ball 
If the ball DOES NOT break the plane of the goal line the receiver can advance the kick, or the kicking 
team can down the kick. The key is the ball is not the position of the receiver or kicking team member. 
That is why the back judge on punts or referee on kick offs need to straddle goal line to get the best 
position to look at this play.  Unlike other levels of play, the position of the ball and not a player’s feet 
determine whether the ball has broken the plane of the goal line. The situation is most often seen when 
a Team K player is trying to down a scrimmage kick before it reaches the end zone and results in a 
touchback. 
 
Victory Formation Mechanics 
If winning team Head Coach informs officials, we are “going to take a knee” as the opponent is out of team Time 
Outs.  Officials need to pinch in close. Referee/Umpire: Inform Team A and Team B that Team A will take a 
knee—nothing rough. Quarterback has protection once his team indicates he will take a knee. Referee informs 
quarterback he MUST take a knee ASAP – NO fakes.  The referee needs to tell both teams to “defend themselves 
and play football. 
 
Fair Catch: Invalid, Valid Signals 
Any receiver may signal for a fair catch while any kick is in flight. This applies to both free and scrimmage kicks. 
When a receiver gives a fair catch signal, he is requesting protection in exchange for forfeiting the right of his 
team to advance. 
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A valid fair-catch signal is made by a player of Team R when he extends and laterally waves only one arm at full 
arm’s length above his head and waving it from side to side. The rule doesn’t specify how many waves are 
required. 
An invalid signal is any signal that is not a valid one, such as a chest-high flick of the hand, a quick wave-off 
motion like that of an outfielder calling for a fly ball, a limp wave, partially extending and waving one hand in 
front of the face or chest or fully extending and laterally waving both hands above the head. An invalid fair-catch 
signal also is one which is made after the kick touched a receiver or is made after the kick touched the ground. 
When a receiver shades his eyes during a kick, he must do so with a bent arm and without waving so it cannot be 
interpreted as an invalid signal. A player commits a foul by giving an invalid signal, and the penalty is five yards. 
The receiver loses his protection if he muffs the ball. It does not matter if he still has a chance to complete the 
catch after the muff; he may be legally contacted immediately.  If, after a receiver signals, a catch is made by a 
teammate, it is not a fair catch, but the ball becomes dead. That also applies if the signal is not valid. Contacting 
a receiver who has given an invalid signal is not a foul unless the contact is judged to be unnecessary roughness 
or some other type of personal foul. The ball becomes dead as soon as the kick is caught or recovered. 
An illegal signal can only be given by a runner—a player in possession of the ball. The ball remains live after an 
illegal signal is given. The penalty is five yards enforced from the spot of the foul. 
 
Yawner? Blowout? Guess Again 
Again, from our friend Jon Bible… 
 
I remember sitting at the breakfast table on the morning of a late-season game between two cellar-dwellers. One 
official, a garrulous person whose normal speaking voice could be heard in the next block, exclaimed, “How the 
hell did we end up with this piece of (deleted) game?” We all laughed because it pretty well summarized our 
collective sentiments.  An important lesson I learned that day is never to go into a game with the attitude we had 
that morning. The two teams had only two or three wins between them. All through breakfast and the pregame we 
were thinking about how long, tedious and boring the contest was going to be. As luck would have it, however, 
the teams played lights out right from the start. They executed well, played solid offensively and defensively and 
kept the score close. 
The problem was that, at least at the start, we did not officiate up to their level, in fact, far from it. The opening 
kickoff was an onside kick that was recovered by the kickers. One of the covering officials, however, was unsure 
whether the kick had gone 10 yards and another one pointed the wrong way, as if the receivers had recovered. We 
got things sorted out, but it made us look bad from the start. A few minutes later, one of the wing officials lost his 
focus, got tricked on a play and blew an inadvertent whistle after the runner had broken through the line and was 
running virtually unmolested toward the goal line. 
Eventually the offense scored on that drive and after the try we went into a timeout. The referee called the crew 
together and read us the riot act. I don’t remember his exact words, but it was something like, “Get your (deleted) 
heads out of your rears! We’ve got a game to work and we look like (deleted). If anyone else (deleted) up again, 
I’ll whip his ass after the game.” From that instant on, we worked a solid game.  That is what a good referee will 
do. It’s part of being a crew chief, not just a penalty-announcer, to recognize that the crew is in a funk and do what 
he thinks needs doing to get them out it. That said, it’s still up to each crew member to respond by getting his head 
on straight. 
What did I do differently? First, I told myself to block out all outside influences and focus on my keys and 
engaging in my regular pre-snap routine. I went back to basics, in other words. Doing that makes it much less 
likely I will be aware of, much less bothered by, the skill level of the teams involved. I also reminded myself not 
to get in a hurry, take my time, work in cruise control, process what I see and see the football. When you’re  
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running around like a chicken with its head cut off, you’re far more likely not to be able to put together what you 
see happening.  Sometimes, when you’re facing a dismal afternoon of four seventh- and eighth-grade games, with 
players who can barely line up properly much less execute well and coaches so young they hardly know if the ball 
is pumped or stuffed, you need to be able to do that. 
The key is to come to the experience properly equipped. By that I mean know your keys, depending on the play 
about to be run, have a consistent pre-snap routine, and know what it means to work in cruise control and not to 
get into too much of a hurry. Younger officials may have trouble doing the latter, because a lot of that comes with 
experience, but even a first-year official should be able to have the first two issues nailed down. Then, when the 
game turns out to be more intense than you thought it would be — or, conversely, you thought it was going to be 
close and it turns out to be a runaway — or outside influences like bad weather mess with your head, you can get 
back into the proper frame of mind by thinking, “Go back to basics.” Then, on each play, concentrate on executing 
your pre-snap routine and focusing on your keys. 
That long-ago experience served me well when I became a college referee. The referee in that game was the first 
to take the blame for allowing us to get into the kind of negative, down-in-the-dumps mind-set that caused us to 
screw up more than once from the get-go. I know it’s trite to assert that we can’t take games for granted but 
knowing it and doing it are two different things. 
Referees must ensure their crews are properly focused before each game and are not dwelling on things like how 
lopsided the score might be. More than once, when I’ve sensed that my crew (perhaps including me) was on the 
verge of taking a game for granted, I’ve said, “Boys, we’ve got to work hard for 60 minutes or we’re going to get 
bitten in the backside.” Usually that’s all it takes to snap us back to reality. 
Another quick war story from my younger days. I was on a crew with a referee who did not get along with the 
league office and the supervisor. Nearly every pregame turned into a gripe session with some people bemoaning 
how things should be done. As the year progressed, our collective performance became worse. A couple of us 
talked about how to get us into a different pattern, but we knew we wouldn’t get anywhere with the veterans. At 
the end of the year our rating was so bad that the league threatened to take us off a big game. That didn’t happen, 
but the experience convinced me that no good can come of sitting around complaining about supervisors, fellow 
officials, the game we didn’t get but should have, whatever. All that will come of it is letting your chin drag so 
much that you’re not mentally prepared to work when the time comes and that will set in motion a vicious cycle 
that will cause your performance to continually get worse. 
I once heard a veteran official say that his stock statement was, “Take each game as it comes. Work each as if it’s 
the Super Bowl.” Easy to say, not always easy to do, but something to strive for. And that applies to every game 
from Pop Warner to the NFL. If we take that approach, we’re far more likely to be able to go into games equipped 
to handle things when they turn out to be much more (or less) intense than we expected. And if for some reason 
our minds are not right at the outset of such a game, we can turn things around if we take one play at a time, focus 
on our keys and pre-snap routine and work in cruise control. 
 

Season Halfway Point – Very Few Folks Will Remember How Your Season Started, 
But Certainly Will Remember How It Finishes…  Where Do You Fit??? 


